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Director Roberto De Paolis mines tensions as varied as the rise of evangelical 
fervour in economically depressed modern Italy and the country’s relationship to 
its itinerant gypsy population. A delicately handled romance which keeps its focus 
firmly on its two appealing leads. Working security at a mall, Stefano meets Agnese 
when she steals a phone and he’s forced to chase her down on the street. The 
girl’s mother, Marta has confiscated Agnese’s own phone after discovering “filthy” 
messages from a boy. Stefano lets her go and is promptly fired and lands as a 
warden in a car park near a gypsy camp. He meets Agnese again when she visits 
the camp bearing toys and old clothes and her charity is puzzling to the rough and 
ready young man whose meager income is used to support his parents after they’re 
evicted from their apartment.

P U R E  H E A RT S           29 Jul

114 mins Italy (2017)Drama

When she was a young lawyer, Kholoud Al-Faqih walked into the office of 
Palestine’s Chief Justice and announced she wanted to join the bench. He laughed 
at her. But just a few years later, Kholoud became the first woman judge to be 
appointed to the Middle East’s Shari’a (Islamic law) courts. A unique portrait of 
Judge Kholoud - her brave journey as a lawyer, her tireless fight for justice for 
women and her drop-in visits with clients, friends and family. With unparalleled 
access to the courts, it presents an unfolding vérité legal drama, with rare insight 
into both Islamic law and gendered justice. In the process, the film illuminates some 
of the universal conflicts in the domestic life of Palestine—custody of children, 
divorce, abuse—while offering an unvarnished look at life for women and Shari’a.

76 mins Palestine (2017) 

T H E  J U D G E                 05 Aug

Documentary

A young linguist travels to a jungle in Mexico to research and save a mysterious 
indigenous language. A language, as he discovers, at the point of disappearing 
since the last two speakers had a fight fifty years ago and refuse to speak a word 
with each other. Trying to bring the two old friends back together, he discovers 
that hidden in the past, in the heart of the jungle, lies a secret concealed by the 
language that makes it difficult to believe that the heart of Zikril will beat once again.

103 mins Mexico (2017) 

I  D R E A M  I N  A N OT H E R  L A N G UA G E      12 Aug

Drama

Only three centuries ago, setting out to climb a mountain would have been 
considered close to lunacy. Mountains were places of peril, not beauty, an upper 
world to be shunned, not sought out. Why do mountains now hold us spellbound, 
drawing us into their dominion, often at the cost of our lives? “Mountain” is a 
cinematic and musical collaboration between acclaimed director Jennifer Peedom 
(Sherpa) and the Australian Chamber Orchestra, one of the greatest chamber 
orchestras in the world. Shot by the world’s best adventure cinematographers and 
written by best selling author Robert Macfarlane, this feature documentary explores 
the troubled and triumphant history of our timeless fascination with mountains. 
Narrated by Willem Dafoe.

76 mins Australia (2017)

M O U N TA I N           19 Aug

Documentary

Samuel Maoz’s Israeli drama on the complexities of war is wilfully confusing, 
emotionally chaotic, and occasionally anarchic. Not content to merely confront 
the unspeakable grief of parents who lose a child, Maoz uses the film’s tripartite 
structure to encompass a devastating litany of Israeli attributes that run the gamut 
from machismo to racism, to a past subverted by the Holocaust and then back 
again to grief. Each of the three parts is stylistically and tonally distinct. The first 
throws you into a hothouse intensity that’s wrenching to watch; the second has a 
hyperrealistic, comical surrealism recalling the sharply composed tableaux of Israeli 
photographer Adi Nes; while the third feels as if Maoz doesn’t quite know how to 
end things. By the final frames, however, that last impression is laid to rest with a 
quiet and devastating sense of cruel futility.

114 mins Israel (2017)

F O X T R OT              26 Aug

Drama (R)

In Guillermo del Toro’s new cold war-era film, Elisa, the cleaner at a shady 
Baltimore laboratory, swabs out the toilets alongside the hard-bitten Zelda. “Some of 
the best minds in the country,” sniffs Zelda disapprovingly, “and they still pee all over 
the floor in here.” Elisa is mute, unable to speak since she was a child. One morning 
a big metal tank is wheeled into the basement. It contains an exotic amphibian 
recently fished from a South American river. The creature is dangerous – it devours 
cats and human fingers. But Elisa is entranced and takes to stealing downstairs 
whenever she has time to spare, placing hard-boiled eggs on the rim of the tank 
and waiting for the beast to come and eat his lunch. 
The Shape of Water isn’t simply a romance, but a B-movie thriller as well – which 
naturally means the clandestine meetings can’t last...

120 mins USA (2017)

T H E  S H A P E  O F  WAT E R        02 Sep

Sci-Fi Romance (R)

Writer-director Sally Potter’s riotous tragicomedy is both a ghastly social function at 
which bourgeois lives unravel and the unnamed political opposition party through 
whose ranks Kristin Scott Thomas’s brittle anti-heroine Janet ascends. She’s the 
newly appointed shadow health minister, a careerist idealist who believes in “truth 
and reconciliation” rather than shouting, punching and biting. Yet during the course 
of a single calamitous soiree, her right-thinking, left-leaning comrades will turn on 
themselves and one another in an increasingly farcical feeding frenzy. Indeed, when 
we first meet Janet, she’s pointing a gun at the camera, a harbinger of what’s to 
come in Potter’s short, sharp satire of love, politics and burnt vol-au-vents.

71 mins UK (2016) 

T H E  PA RT Y 09 Sep

Black Comedy

Ryota won a prestigious award for his first novel, but his muse seems to have 
deserted him. He works for a private detective agency but to save face tells others 
it’s a temporary stint to research his next novel (which hasn’t materialized for 15 
years). His wife, Kyoko, has left him, presumably due to his gambling addiction 
and she threatens not to let him see their young son Shingo unless he pays child 
support. After the death of his father, his aging mother and beautiful ex-wife seem 
to be moving on with their lives. Renewing contact with his initially distrusting family, 
Ryota struggles to take back control of his existence and to find a lasting place in 
the life of his young son - until a stormy summer night offers them a chance to truly 
bond again.

117 mins Japan (2016) 

A F T E R  T H E  S TO R M    16 Sep

Drama

This third film written and directed by profane poet Martin McDonagh is a rough 
meditation on the true nature of loss, grief and vengeance. Yet it’s not the simple 
tale you presume it to be at heart: that of a mother’s most primal pain and her 
redemptive path away from it. It dwells and squats in the ugly pain, the very fire of 
the grief, muddying preconceptions and presumptions beyond recognition, while 
still speaking to both small realities and profound truths. This is McDonagh at his 
most complex, painting entirely in greys as he surveys the cruelties born from 
barely buried hurts. After months have passed without a culprit in her daughter’s 
murder case, Mildred Hayes (Frances McDormand) makes a bold move, painting 
three signs leading into her town with a controversial message directed at William 
Willoughby (Woody Harrelson), the town’s revered chief of police.

115 mins USA (2017)

THREE BILLBOARDS OUTSIDE EBBING, MISSOURI      23 Sep

Comic Drama (R)

Set in the glamour of 1950’s post-war London, renowned dressmaker Reynolds 
Woodcock (Daniel Day-Lewis) and his sister Cyril are at the centre of British 
fashion, dressing royalty, movie stars, heiresses, socialites, debutants and 
dames with the distinct style of The House of Woodcock. Women come and go 
through Woodcock’s life, providing the confirmed bachelor with inspiration and 
companionship until he comes across a young, strong-willed woman, Alma, who 
soon becomes a fixture in his life as his muse and lover. Once controlled and 
planned, he finds his carefully tailored life disrupted by love. With his latest film, 
Paul Thomas Anderson paints an illuminating portrait both of an artist on a creative 
journey and the women who keep his world running. 

130 mins UK (2018) 

T H E  P H A N TO M  T H R E A D        30 Sep

Drama (R)

Andrei Zvyagintsev’s film is a stark, mysterious and terrifying story of spiritual 
catastrophe: a drama with the ostensible form of a procedural crime thriller. This is 
a story of modern Russia whose people are at the mercy of implacable forces, a 
place where the ordinary need for survival has mutated into an unending aspirational 
demand for status, money, freedom to find an advantageous second marriage which 
brings a nice apartment, sex, luxury and the social media prerogative of selfies and 
self-affirmation, all of it overseen by intensely conservative social norms of Christianity, 
conformism and nationalism. Zhenya and Boris are going through the awful final stages 
of a failed marriage. Already embarking on new lives, each with a new partner, they are 
impatient to start again even if it means threatening to abandon their 12-year-old son 
Alyosha. Until, after witnessing one of their fights, Alyosha disappears ...

129 mins Russia (2017)

L OV E L E S S 07 Oct

 Drama (R)

No author has written more evocatively than Tim Winton about growing up in 
regional Australia in the 1970s. His 2008 novel, Breath, enriches its themes of 
teenage self-discovery, daredevil recklessness, friendship, love and disillusionment 
with uncommonly beautiful descriptions of surfing, steeped in grandeur and lyricism. 
Those elements translate effectively to the screen in Simon Baker’s debut feature. 
Observed with warmth and sensitivity, this is a rewarding coming-of-age drama 
that features terrific performances from two young newcomers in the central roles. 
Poetic narration from Winton bathes their teenage exploits in reflection, positioning 
the narrative as the memories of a man contrasting the boy he was with the person 
he’ll grow into.

115 mins Australia (2018)

B R E AT H                 14 Oct

Drama

Everything Harry Dean Stanton has done in his career, and his life, has brought 
him to his moment of triumph in “Lucky,” an unassumingly wonderful little film about 
nothing in particular and everything that’s important. It follows the spiritual journey 
of a 90-year-old atheist and the quirky characters that inhabit his off the grid desert 
town. Having outlived all of his contemporaries, the fiercely independent Lucky 
finds himself at the precipice of life, thrust into a journey of self exploration, leading 
towards that which is so often unattainable: enlightenment. Acclaimed character 
actor John Carroll Lynch’s directorial debut “Lucky”, is at once a love letter to the life 
and career of Harry Dean Stanton as well as a meditation on morality, loneliness, 
spirituality and human connection.

88 mins USA (2017)

L U C K Y 21 Oct

Drama
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Winner of the 2017 Palme d’Or at Cannes.  
The Square is about a museum director who is desperate to make a success of his 
gallery and stages a new installation called “The Square” to promote it. It began life 
as a real gallery installation at the design museum Vandalorum, Sweden in 2014, 
created by Ostlund in collaboration with producer Kalle Boman (“The Square is a 
sanctuary of trust and caring. Within it we all share equal rights and obligations,” 
read its manifesto). Not content with satirizing the art world, Ostlund also ridicules 
the media’s insatiable appetite for controversy. 

T H E  S Q UA R E          25 Mar

It’s the summer of 1983 in the north of Italy and Elio Perlman, a precocious 
17- year-old American-Italian, spends his days in his family’s 17th century villa 
transcribing and playing classical music, reading, and flirting with his friend Marzia. 
His father is an eminent professor specializing in Greco-Roman culture and his 
mother, a translator. While Elio’s sophistication and intellectual gifts suggest he is 
already a fully-fledged adult, there is much that yet remains innocent and unformed 
about him, particularly about matters of the heart. One day, Oliver, a charming 
American scholar working on his doctorate, arrives as the annual summer intern 
tasked with helping Elio’s father. Amid the sun-drenched splendor of the setting, 
Elio and Oliver discover the heady beauty of awakening desire over the course of a 
summer that will alter their lives forever.

C A L L  M E  B Y  Y O U R  N A M E     01 Apr

Written and directed by Michael Haneke. Once again he gives us his bleak 
examination of modern Europe, this time through the lens of a wealthy and troubled 
family - the Laurents, an upper-class family living in a spacious mansion in Calais 
consisting of octogenarian patriarch Georges; daughter Anne, whom he has put in 
charge of the family construction business; surgeon son Thomas, who is with his 
second wife, Anais and their newborn son; and Anne’s dissolute adult son, Pierre. 
Their lives may seem elegant on the surface but they all have their problems and by 
telling the story through the perspective of a number of different characters there is 
not the sense that we are locked into one unyielding viewpoint from the beginning to 
the almost certainly unpleasant conclusion that he is marching towards.

H A P P Y  E N D 08 Apr

13 Apr

Winner of the Golden Bear at the 2017 Berlin Film Festival. 
Hungarian writer-director Ildiko Enyedi (‘My Twentieth Century’) delivers a love 
story that unfolds both in dreams and an outer world of ostensible normality. An 
Hungarian abattoir provides the backdrop for an affair between two workers who 
share the same nightly dream that they are deer wandering a snowy forest.  
They discover their dreams are shared through Ildikó’s comically preposterous plot 
mechanism, whereby someone in the slaughterhouse has been stealing a special 
Viagra powder for cattle so each employee must be interrogated by a  
police psychologist.

O N  B O DY  A N D  S O U L           15 Apr

In her third feature, director Carine Tardieu and her co-writers, build a muted 
classical comedy of errors that Shakespeare would have recognised. Set in Brittany, 
the novelty comes in the way the script recognises how science has changed the 
way we live now – specifically, the DNA test. Victor Hugo and Charles Dickens 
would have hated the DNA test and the mobile phone for the way they disempower 
tension in storytelling. However, they can also be used to bring it back. That’s 
Tardieu’s clever realisation. Erwan Gourmelon is a middle-aged widower with a 
feisty daughter Juliette, a social worker who got pregnant in a one-night stand and 
now she won’t tell him who the father is.

J U S T  TO  B E  S U R E              22 Apr

F R E N C H  F I L M  F R I DAY

Taciturn novelist Daniel Mantovani has an ambivalent relationship to fame: it’s 
brought him the kind of wealth few authors can ever imagine, yet he’s concerned 
such success means he’s not the challenging writer he was at one time. All this 
is conveyed in the opening scene when Daniel receives the Nobel Prize and 
voices his fears. Five years later, the Barcelona-based author remains too much 
in demand, relying on assistant Nuria to politely decline most offers, until he gets 
a letter from his hometown of Salas, a seven-hour drive from Buenos Aires. It’s 
been four decades since he’s been back, despite using Salas as the setting for 
all his stories. To Nuria’s surprise he accepts the invitation to receive the town’s 
“Distinguished Citizen” Award.Oscar Martínez (Wild Tales) as Daniel won Best Actor 
at the 2016 Venice Film Festival.

T H E  D I S T I N G U I S H E D  C I T I Z E N      29 Apr

A period western, set in the late 1920s on the Northern Territory frontier, where 
justice itself is put on trial. Sam, a middle-aged Aboriginal man, works for a preacher 
in the outback. When Harry, a bitter war veteran, moves into a neighbouring 
outpost, the preacher sends Sam and his family to help Harry renovate his 
cattle yards. But Sam’s relationship with the cruel and ill-tempered Harry quickly 
deteriorates and when Sam kills Harry in self-defence he becomes a wanted 
criminal and is forced to flee with his wife through glorious, but harsh desert country. 
A hunting party led by the local lawman Sergeant Fletcher is formed to track Sam 
down. But as the true details of the killing start to surface, the community begins to 
question whether justice is really being served. Directed by Warwick Thornton and 
winner of the Special Jury Prize - Venice Film Festival.            

S W E E T  C O U N T RY      06 May

The latest film from writer-director Terrence Malick, whose reputation largely rests 
on his classic films “Badlands” (1973), “Days of Heaven” (1978) and “The Tree of 
Life” (2011). In Malick’s eternally recurring vision of paradise lost, familiar patterns of 
human behavior — intoxication and disillusionment, seduction and betrayal — will 
reproduce themselves in any milieu. As a result, even a place as distinctive as the 
Austin, Texas music scene will become a familiar and quintessentially Malickian 
landscape. Malick, not breaking the rules of linear storytelling so much as seeming 
utterly ignorant of their existence, turns these environments into the staging ground 
for an intensely stylized human ballet. Starring Rooney Mara, Michael Fassbender, 
Ryan Gosling, Natalie Portman, & Cate Blanchett with appearances by Patti Smith, 
Iggy Pop, Johnny Rotten & Red Hot Chili Peppers 

S O N G  TO  S O N G      13 May

The first film Senegal, was sent for consideration for Best Foreign Language Film 
at the Academy Awards. Congolese singer-turned-actress, Véro Tshanda Beya, 
proves entirely mesmerizing in the title role as a charismatic Afropop singer working 
in an alleyway night club in Kinshasa. Her fierce independence is put to the test 
when her son, Samo, has a motorbike accident that leaves him hospitalized and in 
danger of losing his leg. Because of the Democratic Republic of the Congo’s cash-
on-the-barrelhead medical system, Félicité must scrape together a large advance 
payment in order for Samo to receive treatment. The movie is a virtual documentary 
of city sights and moods and also a bitter exposé of a country without a social safety net.

F É L I C I T É             20 May

132 mins France/Italy (2017)Coming-of-age  
Drama (R) 123 mins France/Senegal (2017)Drama

Though its principal figure, the novelist, playwright and essayist James Baldwin 
is a man who has been dead for nearly 30 years, it would be hard to find a movie 
that speaks to the present moment with greater clarity and force, insisting on 
uncomfortable truths and drawing stark lessons from the shadows of history. To call 
it a movie about James Baldwin would be to understate Raoul Peck’s achievement. 
It’s more of a posthumous collaboration, an uncanny and thrilling communion 
between the filmmaker and his subject. The voice-over narration (read by Samuel 
L. Jackson) is entirely drawn from Baldwin’s work. Much of it comes from notes and 
letters written in the mid-1970s, when Baldwin was somewhat reluctantly sketching 
out a book, never to be completed, about the lives and deaths of Medgar Evers, 
Malcolm X and Martin Luther King Jr.

I  A M  N OT  Y O U R  N E G R O       27 May

Egypt’s 2011 revolution provides the backdrop for Swedish director Tarik Saleh’s 
unforgiving political thriller, which incrementally shifts focus from the grimy back 
streets of Cairo to the highest levels of Parliament in the course of a scandalous 
murder investigation. Only a writer-director intimately familiar with Egyptian culture 
but possessing an outsider’s perspective could convincingly portray the barely 
concealed menace lurking within the corridors of power. Even though Saleh was 
ironically forced to shift shooting to Casablanca after the production was shut 
down by the Egyptian state security service, the worn, begrimed locations remain 
remarkably evocative of Cairo’s implied putrefaction under the Mubarak regime.

106 mins Sweden (2017)

T H E  N I L E  H I LTO N  I N C I D E N T     03 Jun
Suspense  
(Arabic Language)

Paris 1967. Jean-Luc Godard, the leading filmmaker of his generation, is shooting 
“La Chinoise” with the woman he loves, Anne Wiazemsky, 20 years his junior. 
They are happy, attractive, in love. They marry. But the film’s reception unleashes 
a profound self-examination in Jean-Luc. The events of May ‘68 will amplify 
this process and the crisis that shakes the filmmaker. Deep-rooted conflicts 
and misunderstandings will change him irrevocably. Revolutionary, off-the-wall, 
destructive, brilliant, he will pursue his choices and his beliefs to breaking point. 
As he did with “The Artist”, Academy Award winning director Michel Hazanavicius 
delivers another tribute to classic cinema, both wildly funny and deeply moving.

R E D O U B TA B L E         10 Jun

116 mins Hungary (2017)Dramedy (R) 102 mins France (2017) Biography

Taking its titular theme from the myth of Iphigenia, The Killing of a Sacred Deer is a 
wrathful tale of retribution and responsibility transposed from the stages of ancient 
Greece to the screens of 21st-century cinema. Dr Steven Murphy (Colin Farrell) 
is a renowned cardiovascular surgeon, wealthy, slightly world-weary and too fond 
of a drink, presiding over a spotless household with his ophthalmologist wife Anna 
(Nicole Kidman) and their two exemplary children, 12-year-old Bob and 14-year-old 
Kim. Lurking at the margins of his idyllic suburban existence is Martin, a fatherless 
teen who Steven has covertly taken under his wing. As Martin begins insinuating 
himself into the family’s life in ever-more unsettling displays, the full scope of his 
intent becomes menacingly clear when he confronts Steven with a long-forgotten 
transgression that will shatter the Murphy family’s domestic bliss.

THE KILLING OF THE SACRED DEER      17 Jun

100 mins France (2017) Drama/Comedy 119 mins USA (2017) Mystery/Horror (R)

Ove is a widower whose daily visits to his recently deceased wife’s gravesite end 
with his verbal promise to join her in the afterlife. His failures of self-annihilation 
are due more to bad timing than botched attempts—he is constantly interrupted 
by neighbours or some distracting event going on in his housing complex. Priding 
himself on his reliability, Ove feels compelled to stop killing himself to address each 
interruption. His clumsy attempts bring him into contact with the Persian family 
next door and his growing friendship with them helps him reconnect with life. A 
heartwarming tale of unreliable first impressions and the gentle reminder that life is 
sweeter when it’s shared.

A  M A N  C A L L E D  OV E         24 Jun

118 mins Argentina (2016) Drama/Comedy 116 mins Sweden (2017) Comedy

A moving coming-of-age tale set against the scarring social prejudices of the 
1930s, the debut feature from Swedish-Sami writer-director Amanda Kernell blends 
adolescent fears that resonate across borders and generations with a fascinatingly 
rarely depicted cultural context: Sweden’s colonial oppression of the indigenous 
Sami folk. Following strong-willed teenager Elle Marja, a reindeer-breeding Sámi 
girl, she is forced to choose between remaining with her people or pursuing the 
education and opportunities otherwise denied her. This stirring unsentimental tale is 
no museum piece.

S A M I  B L O O D            01 Jul

113 mins Australia (2017) Crime/Western 110 mins Sweden (2016) Drama

On May 6th 2006, on a Saturday afternoon while preparing a housewarming party, 
singer/songwriter Grant McLennan died of a heart attack. His tragic death brought 
an end to one of Australia’s greatest musical partnerships. McLennan and Robert 
Forster,the founding members of seminal Brisbane band The Go-Betweens, 
had been close friends and collaborators for 30 years. Their body of work across 
countless group and solo albums is now recognised around the world as some 
of the greatest ever created inthis country. The legacy they and their fellow band 
members forged through the late 70s, 80s and into the 2000s has now become the 
stuff of rock music legend. Unflinching, insightful and at times painfully honest, The 
Go-Betweens: Right Here tells the story of The Go-Betweens from the inside out, 
from the people who lived it and from those whose lives were transformed by it.

T H E  G O - B E T W E E N S :  R I G H T  H E R E           08 Jul

150 mins Sweden (2017)Black Comedy 129 mins UK (2017) Drama (R) 95 mins Australia (2017) Documentary

Tells the story of a precocious six year-old and her ragtag group of friends whose 
summer break is filled with childhood wonder, possibility and a sense of adventure 
while the adults around them struggle with hard times. Director Sean Baker 
continues his celebration of communities on the margins, in a movie that vibrates 
with compassion and energy. Willem Dafoe ties the movie together under his 
troubled brow as the building’s harried manager, Bobby. Dafoe is known from his 
tortured roles but this creation - a delicate blend of protector, fusspot and secret 
survivor is his richest, most lovable piece of work yet.

T H E  F L O R I DA  P R O J E C T              15 Jul

107 mins Austria (2017)Drama 93 mins USA (2016) Documentary 115 mins USA (2017) Drama (R)

After suffering from the trauma of WWII, Touko Laaksonen finds no peace at home 
in Finland, a country where homosexuality is illegal. With the help of his sister, 
Touko finds work in an advertising agency, but becomes worn down by his inability 
to express his desires. Touko spends his nights drawing his fantasies instead; men 
with strong jawlines, clad in uniform and frequently leather. The sketches eventually 
draw worldwide attention, though not without an escalating risk of persecution. A 
superb biography of the man behind the iconic signature ‘Tom of Finland’, which 
became a notorious emblem of an entire generation of men and a globally identified 
symbol of their freedom and sexual liberation.

114 mins Finland (2016)

TO M  O F  F I N L A N D              22 Jul
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